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Automated petrography is fast, repeatable and yields rich,
digital data. QEMSCAN® by FEI combines SEM imaging and
X-ray analysis with a comprehensive mineral library to provide a
wealth of petrographic information. A thousand analyses per
second rapidly maps the sample. Chemical and rock properties
data enable log calibration. Mineralogical data form the basis
of reservoir quality assessment. Textural data predict reservoir
performance. Ultra high resolution digital images let you
visualise the rocks as never before.
Rocktype provides lab-based and wellsite QEMSCAN services.
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QEMSCAN process

Scan sample in
frames

The instrument accepts core, cuttings,
loose grains polished blocks, uncovered thin sections and rough cut rock
samples from all lithologies.
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minerals

Scan individual
particle grids

Examine each point with EDS x-ray
detectors to acquire spectrum

Assign pixel values, build grain
structure and mineral map
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A range of compositional and textural attributes are
calculated from the scan. Bulk chemistry and mineralogy
are provided, together with detailed grain size, grain shape
data and clay and cement volumes. Porosity (φ) and pore
size distribution allow for permeability (K) estimation.
Brittleness index, density (ρ) and gamma ray index are
derived from bulk mineralogy.

Workflows
QEMSCAN analysis provides a robust, digital dataset for
input into key subsurface workflows, including petrophysical modelling, basin modelling, reservoir quality assessment and sediment provenance review.
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